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A NOTE ON UNIFORM PARACOMPACTNESS
MICHAEL D. RICE
Abstract.
Three possible definitions for the paracompactness of a uniform
space are presented and shown to be equivalent. A locally compact uniform
space is shown to be uniformly paracompact if and only if it is uniformly
locally compact. The set of points of a uniformly paracompact metric space
that admit no compact neighborhood is shown to be compact; hence a

metric topological group is uniformly paracompact if and only if it is locally
compact.

It is well known that every metric space is paracompact, that is, each open
cover of a metric space admits a locally finite open refinement [St]. In view of
the natural uniformity associated with a metric space, it is natural to speculate
whether metric spaces are, in a sense that requires definition, uniformly
paracompact. In this note we investigate three possible definitions of uniform
paracompactness. These definitions are shown to be equivalent and to
represent surprisingly restrictive properties. In particular, in a group setting,
uniform paracompactness is closely related to local compactness.
Throughout the paper we employ the basic properties of uniformities as
developed in [I]; in particular, a (separated) uniformity consists of a family of
uniform covers that satisfies certain axioms and generates a Hausdorff
topology in a natural way. If u denotes a uniformity, then pu denotes the
precompact uniformity having the basis of finite uniform covers which belong
to u. If u and v are uniformities on the same set, then u/v is the quasiuniformity generated by covers of the form {VsD Uts), where {Vs) G v, and
for each s, %* = {I//} G u.lfv has a basis of point-finite uniform covers, then
u/v is a uniformity [I, VII. 5]. Finally, a denotes the largest uniformity
compatible (having the same topology) with the given topology; it has the
basis of normal covers, or equivalently, of locally finite cozero covers.
Consider the following uniform-topological properties of a uniform space.
(*)0 Each open cover % admits a uniformly locally finite open refinement %.'
(there exists a uniform cover, each of whose members meets at most finitely
many members of %')•
(*), If % is an open cover, then %, (the cover consisting of finite unions of
the members of %) is a uniform cover.
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(*)2 If % is an open cover, there exists a uniform cover Tsuch that %/V has
a finite subcover for each V El %
Remarks, (i) One easily shows that (*), is equivalent to (*)2 and that

(*)o implies (*),.
(ii) If uX satisfies (*),, then uX is a complete uniform space. Let f be a
Cauchy filter and choose an ultrafilter fthat contains ÇF.It suffices to show that
S converges, for then fhas a cluster point and hence converges. If fdoes not
converge, one may construct an open cover T = {Vs)such that VsG S for each
s. Since S is an ultrafilter, it follows that no member of the uniform cover 'Yj
belongs to % which contradicts that fis a Cauchy filter.
Theorem

1. uX satisfies (*), if and only if X is paracompact and a = pa/u.

Since each open cover of a paracompact space is normal, it is easily seen
that the conditions imply (*)2 and hence (*),. Conversely, to show that X is
paracompact, let % be an open cover. Since %, is a uniform cover, there exists
a locally finite open cover CV= {Vt}such that CV< <?!,,[I, I. 14]. For each t,
choose a finite family {Us: s G F(t)} from % that covers Vr Then {Us n Vt: s
G F (i)) is a locally finite open cover that refines %. To show a = pa/u, let %
be an open cover and choose a closed uniform cover {Gt) that refines %,. As
above, choose a finite family [Us: s G F(t)} from % that covers G,; then
%t = {Us: s G F(t)} U {X — Gt) is a finite open cover that belongs to pa
since X is paracompact. Finally, {G, D H: H G 3C,}is a member of pa/u that
refines %,
Theorem

2. Properties (*)0 a«ri (*), o/a uniform space are equivalent.

Let % be an open cover. Using Theorem 1, choose a locally finite open
refinement 91/ of % and for each p choose an open set Up containing p such
that Up meets at most finitely many members from %'. Set 0 = {Up}. Then
(*), implies 0* G u and since each member of Gymeets at most finitely many
members from %', the proof is complete.
Based on the proof of Theorem 2, one sees that %' need not be required

open in the definition of (*)0.
Theorem 3. * uX satisfies (*)0 if and only if each open cover is a member of
pu/ u.

If each open cover belongs to pu/u, then a = pa/u and each open cover is
normal, so by Theorems 1 and 2, uX satisfies (*)0. To establish the converse,
let <%,be an open cover of X. For each x, choose Ux G % containing x and a
uniformly continuous function X -^ [0,1] such that gx(x) = 1 and gx/X-ux

= 0. Define «V- {g^(h
= U^fgj'ij»
= [gx(0,1]:

!]}• Then % = <Vfis a uniform cover. If W

1] belongs to % where F is finite, define the cover &w
x G F} U {nxe/-gj'[0^)}.
Then S^ is a finite uniform cover

1 The author would like to thank the referee for his simplification of the proof of Theorem 3
and for his strengthened restatement and proof of Theorem 5.
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(refined by AxeFg~ (S), where S is the uniform cover of [0, 1] consisting of
spheres of radius j) and &w/w < %; hence % G pu/u and the proof of
Theorem 3 is complete.

Remarks, (i) We note that Theorem 3 and [I, VII. 41] show that if uX
satisfies (*)0, then H(uX) (the hyperspace of uX) is complete.
(ii) Using Theorem 3, it is easily shown that if uX satisfies (*)0, then each
open cover may be subordinated by a partition of unity consisting of
uniformly continuous functions.
(iii) Based on the preceding work, any one of the properties equivalent to
(*)0 might serve as a definition of uniform paracompactness.
Theorem 4. A locally compact space is uniformly paracompact if and only if it
is uniformly locally compact.

To prove the necessity, choose a uniform cover {Ks} consisting of compact
sets; then each open cover restricted to any Ks has a finite subcover, so (*)2,
and hence by Theorem 2, (*)0 is satisfied. The proof of the sufficiency is left

to the reader.
Examples, (i) A fine space is uniformly paracompact if and only if it is
paracompact.
(ii) The hedgehog based on infinitely many copies of the unit interval is
uniformly paracompact, but it is not locally compact.
(iii) From Theorem 4, a uniform space with discrete topology is uniformly
paracompact if and only if there exists a uniform cover consisting of finite sets.
Such a space need not be uniformly discrete. Let M be the countable disjoint
union of two point spaces Dn with metric d defined by d(x,y) = l/n if x, y
G Dn, x ¥= y, and d(x,y)

= 1 if x, y belong

to distinct

Dn. Then {Dn} is a

uniform cover of M, but M is not uniformly discrete.
(iv) The uniform product of two uniformly paracompact spaces need not be
uniformly paracompact. Let aS be the fine space based on the Sorgenfrey line
S; then by Theorem 1, aS X aS is not uniformly paracompact since it is not
paracompact. However, one may establish that uniform paracompactness is
preserved by uniform sums, uniform quotients, and the formation of closed
subspaces.
(v) A locally compact metric space need not be uniformly paracompact. For
example, let M = U Nn be the countable disjoint union of the natural
numbers with metric d defined by d(x,y) = l/n if x, y G Nn, x ¥=y, and

d(x,y) = 1 if x, y belong to distinct N„. Clearly M is topologically discrete,
but if % denotes the open cover consisting of singleton sets, then <?uis not a
uniform cover. Note, however, that each open cover is a member of d/d
(compare Theorem 3) and may therefore be subordinated by a partition of
unity consisting of uniformly continuous functions.
(vi) Let X = Uí<n (ÍL, ls] be the uncountable disjoint union of two point
spaces with the uniformity u having as a basis the covers alLs= {{0,}, {1,}; t
< s) U {{O,, 1,}: t > s), s < Q. Then uX is a measurable proximally fine
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space that is uniformly paracompact, but it is not locally fine.
(vii) Using example (v), one may show that a necessary condition for a
countable product fj Xn to be uniformly paracompact is that all but a finite
number of the Xn are compact. Note that by Remark (ii) preceding Theorem
1, each Xn is complete. Assume there exists an infinite subfamily {A^}of
nonprecompact spaces. Then each X¡ contains a closed countably infinite
uniformly discrete subset A', and J[ N¡ is a closed subspace of FJ X¡. Since the
space M found in example (v) may be uniformly embedded (in a closed
manner) in JJ N¡, it follows that Yl X¡ is not uniformly paracompact, which is
a contradiction. Hence, all but a finite number of the Xn are compact. In
particular, note that NN° and R**0are not uniformly paracompact.
Theorem 5. The collection of points of a uniformly paracompact metric space
that admit no compact neighborhood is compact.

Let F be the collection of points of X that admit no compact neighborhood.
Clearly F is closed, so if it is not compact there exists an infinite uniformly
discrete sequence {xn} C F. Let {Fn} be a uniformly discrete sequence of
closed neighborhoods of the respective points xn such that the diameter of Fn
is at most \/n. For each n, choose a countable family 6lln = {U£} of open sets
that covers Fn, but has no finite subcover (which is possible since xn G F), and
define the cover Y = {U„} U [X - U Fn). Then <Visan open cover of X, but
%■is not a uniform cover.
Corollary

6. A metric group is uniformly paracompact

if and only if it is

locally compact.
Corollary 6 follows from Theorems 4 and 5.
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